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ABSTRACT: This case study summarizes the deployment and operation of a large scale wireless smart
sensor network for structural health monitoring of the 2nd Jindo Bridge, a cable-stayed bridge connecting
Jindo Island with the Korean Peninsula. The wireless monitoring system, initially installed in 2009, had
been expanded over a 3-year deployment to over 100 wireless sensor nodes providing more than 600
channels of sensor data, making it the world’s largest wireless network for bridge monitoring. This
deployment has been extensively documented in the literature (Spencer et al., 2015; Rice et al., 2011;
Jang et al., 2010).
Test Structure and Measured Data
Opening in 1984, the 1st Jindo Bridge is a cable-stayed bridge connecting the Korean peninsula and the
Jindo Island; however, growing traffic demands quickly exceeded the load carrying capacity of the first
bridge. The 2nd Jindo Bridge, which opened in 2005, is a streamlined steel box girder with a center span
of 344 m supported by 60 parallel wire strand cables anchored to two diamond-shaped pylons. The bridge
was to be instrumented with a continuous monitoring system that can autonomously estimate the various
physical states of the bridge and serve as a testbed for evaluating wireless smart sensor network
technology for structural health monitoring.
The objective of this deployment is long-term continuous monitoring of modal properties (natural
frequencies, modal damping, and mode shapes), cable tension forces, and deck-cable interaction to
determine structural performance.
The wireless monitoring system on the 2nd Jindo Bridge was initially installed in the summer of 2009.
Seventy-one state-of-the-art wireless smart sensor (WSS) nodes with a total of 427 sensing channels were
installed on the girder, the pylons, and the cables. Each node was comprised of the Imote2 processor
board (including on-board CPU and radio transmitter), the ISM400 sensor board, and alkaline batteries.
Measurements included 3-axes acceleration, plus temperature, humidity, and light. Combined with the
ISHMP Services Toolsuite, these powerful nodes allow for synchronized data collection, aggregation,
synthesis, and decision-making in real time.
The smart sensor nodes for the deck, pylons and cables were attached using different methods. The nodes
were mounted to the steel deck and pylons using two magnets, each with a holding capacity of 10 kg,
attached to the bottom of the enclosure. The nodes were mounted to the cables using two U-bolts and an
aluminum mounting plate. These methods of mounting the sensors have proven to be fast, inexpensive,
and secure.
Based on the success of the 2009 deployment, the monitoring system was extended to include 113 WSS
nodes measuring a total of 659 channels of data in 2010 (see Figures 2), resulting in the world’s largest
wireless smart sensor network for SHM. The ISM400 sensor board was used on 100 nodes. A new high-
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sensitivity
y accelerometter board (SH
HM-H board)), which enabbles measurem
ment of accellerations as loow as
0.05mg, was used fo
or 10 nodes. The remaining three nodes weree connected to 3D ultraasonic
anemomeeters to measu
ure and collecct wirelessly the speed annd direction oof wind on thhe bridge. Wiireless
strain meaasurement haas also becom
me available with
w the newlly developed SHM-S senssor board. Alll 113
nodes werre self–powered using sollar or wind en
nergy harvestting. Should any anomaliees in the meaasured
data be deetected during
g the autonom
mous system operation,
o
thee base-stationn computers aautomatically email
the researrch team so th
hat appropriate action can be
b taken.

Figu
ure 2: Sensor layout
l
on the JJindo Bridge.

Figure 3: Example
E
of sensors deployed
on
o the Jindo Bridge.
B

Figurre 4: Accelerattion response by 40‐ton trucck and Typhoo
on
Kompaasu.

The monitoring system
m can autonom
mously estimaate various phhysical states of the bridgee. For examplle, the
modal pro
operties (i.e., natural frequ
uencies, modaal damping, aand mode shaapes) can be obtained from the
measured accelerationss and utilized
d to refine the numerical m
model, to dettermine strucctural perform
mance,
and to fin
nd locations of possible fattigue damage. Cable tensioon force, one of the most iimportant inttegrity
measures for cable-staayed bridges,, is estimated
d automaticallly using a vvibration-baseed method. D
Deckcable inteeraction, wh
hich may cau
use dynamicc instability, also can bee assessed. Aerodynamicc and
aeroelastic properties of
o bridges aree estimated based
b
on the ssynchronizedd wind speed and responsee data.
The densee information enables com
mprehensive monitoring
m
of tthe bridge’s hhealth.
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In Septem
mber 2010, Ty
yphoon Kom
mpasu hit the Korean Peninnsula, with ssustained winnd speed of 54 m/s
(195 km/h
h). During Ko
ompasu, the vertical
v
acceleeration of the deck exceedded 20 mg, whhich is greater than
the level of
o acceleration generated by
b a 40-ton tru
uck (see Figuure 4). Nonettheless, these accelerationss were
below thee limit of 50m
mg proposed in
n the Korean Design Guideelines of Steeel Cable-suppported Bridgess.
SHM Meethodology an
nd Results
The modaal properties of
o the deck an
nd pylons
were obtaained using the accelerattion data.
Utilizing an output-only modal analysis
approach,, nine verticaal bending modes
m
and
one torsio
onal mode were
w
clearly identified
from the vibration induced responses
measured during the ty
yphoon (see Figures
F
56). Comp
pared with the identifieed modes
using the data from an
n existing wiired highprecision accelerometer on the brridge, the
SHM sysstem is foun
nd to provid
de highly

Figure 5: PPower spectru
um for bridge rresponses duriing
on Kompasu.
Typhoo

accurate modal
m
propertties.
The wind
d velocity flucctuations
were meaasured with ultrasonic
u
anemomeeters installed along
the bridge. These datta enable
the estim
mation of sp
patial as
well as temporal
t
variiation of
the wind
d velocity allong the
bridge. The
T steady wind
w
load
flutter
coefficien
nts
and
derivativees were also obtained
from a series of win
nd tunnel
tests using
g a 1/36 scaleed model
of the deck sectio
on. The
buffeting analyses results
Figure 6: Iden
ntified mode sshapes below 3 Hz.
considerin
ng
aero
odynamic
admittancce effects sho
ow good agrreement to th
he measured responses. T
This effort ooffers a signiificant
enhancem
ment in evaluaating the aero
odynamic saffety and serviiceability of bbridges durinng strong winnds by
using synchronized sim
multaneous measurement
m
of
o wind and accceleration daata along the bridge.
The tensio
ons in the bridge’s stay cables were obttained autonoomously usingg vibration daata, combinedd with
the known
n cable propeerties (i.e., len
ngth, weight, stiffness, etc..). In this appproach, the veertical acceleration
was used primarily to estimate
e
the tension,
t
whilee longitudinall and lateral aaccelerations hhelped to deliineate
he cable (as op
pposed to thee deck and pyylon). Estimaated tensions dduring the typphoon
the modess unique to th
were com
mpared with th
he design tenssions and those obtained inn the previouus routine insppection. As sshown
in Figure 7, the curren
nt cable tensions are closee to their desiign values annd have channged little from the
2008 insp
pection, whicch confirms the integrity
y of the briidge. Thus, ccontinuous m
monitoring of this
importantt health indicaator is facilitaated.
In additio
on to continu
uously monittoring the brridge structur
ure, the WSS
S network m
monitors itselff. For
example, the battery power system is assessed periodically,
p
inncluding the charging currrent from thee solar
panel and
d the battery voltage.
v
Shou
uld the battery
y voltage in a specific nodde become tooo low (e.g., ddue to
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too many cloudy days)), the node iss put into a deeep sleep unttil the batteriees can be chaarged and thee node
brought saafely back on
nline.

Figure 7: Comparison
n of estimated
d cable tension
ns.

Lessons Learned
L
Smart sen
nsing technollogy for strucctural health monitoring iis an importaant field that is coming of age.
Combinin
ng civil engineering knowledge with deveelopments iin sensor technology and
network/information management
m
has
h provided
d a solution th
that is a robuust and signifficantly loweer-cost
(approxim
mately $10 per channel) alternative
a
to
o traditional w
wired monitooring system
ms. Indeed, a WSS
provides an importan
nt new tool to
t help engineers addresss the many challenges oof managingg civil
infrastructture.
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